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compensation. In order to understand the economic linkages between JBLM and the region’s economy and
its federal contracting relationship, RKG will coordinate a meeting between regional economic developers
and the JBLM base command in the fall of 2010.
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INTRODUCTION
This memorandum provides a Regional Economic Impact Needs and Opportunities Assessment within
the JBLM study area. This technical memorandum is the second in a series of three economic impact
studies prepared as part of the development of the Joint Base Lewis-McChord (JBLM) Growth
Coordination Plan to be completed by December 2010. The first study, the Regional Economic Impact
Analysis Technical Memorandum, was issued in early April 2010 for the Economic Impact Expert Panel,
Growth Coordination Committee, and Regional Steering Committee to review and provide the
consultant team with feedback. The Expert Panel met on April 16, 2010, to review findings from the
Existing Conditions memo and to receive a briefing on the GCC and Regional Steering Committee
meetings.
The stakeholders engaged in this process had the following input on the Regional Economic Impact
Existing Conditions Technical Memorandum:
Comments from the JBLM Economic Analysis Expert Panel
The Expert Panel discussed the content of the Existing Conditions memo at their April 16 meeting.
A number of revision comments were made by reviewers of the expert panel. The most significant
revisions are summarized below.

Technical Memorandum
Comments from the Economic Impact Expert Panel
It was requested the official state population numbers from OFM be used instead of
DemographicsNow data for 2009 population estimates.
It was noted that the Clearwood subdivision in Yelm was originally platted about 35 years ago as
a vacation home community. However, over the past decade its orientation has changed and
lots are being developed for year-round homeowners.
Clarification was requested on the use of a multipler to estimate the dependent population
associated with JBLM military personnel. The multiplier represents the average number of
dependents per military person throughout the entire Army and not just JBLM. No JBLM
multiplier currently exists.
There was a question raised about RKG’s conclusion that Pierce County’s growth targets may
not be sufficient to accommodate current rates of growth and that its regional growth share
should be increased.
Members of the expert panel wanted to discuss options to meet with JBLM staff to discuss
potential economic development opportunities arising out of the expansion of JBLM. Expert
panelists will meet separately this summer to begin drafting a set of questions and objectives for
this upcoming meeting, which will be scheduled in September.
Comments from the Growth Coordination Committee
The following comments were received on April 9 and June 4, 2010:
JBLM does not do the best job transitioning retired personnel into local workforce.
Military personnel skill sets are largely unknown, but those workers that separate from the
military are desired in the workforce due to their dependability and disciplined work attitudes.
We need to build a business community that can support and complement the operations on
Joint Base. What businesses could be attracted to the region to support the Stryker mission?
Many spouses of soldiers are often well educated and can be integrated into the labor force.
We need to know how the base can be leveraged to enhance the region’s economic
development efforts.
We need to understand the occupational breakout of those personnel on Joint Base.
Some members of the GCC questioned the results of the gravity model distribution of military
personnel and their dependents. Other members thought the results were representative of
“on-the-ground” conditions. No changes were recommended.
Review Comments of Regional Growth Allocation Gravity Model from County and Regional Planners
on April 7-8, 2010.
The Thurston County assessment database does not recognize wetlands or other
environmentally senstive areas. The gravity model must account for those constraints.
o Buffers can be huge – undevelopable.
o Will obtain GIS environmental constraints layer from TRPC.
TRPC will make available capacity shapefile at parcel level.
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The county includes a demo rate of 0.2% annually.
TRPC will provide employment density estimates for use in gravity model.
RKG should include other county roads in gravity model to drive growth to those areas – Rainier
Rd., Littlerock Rd., Old Hwy 99, Black Lake Blvd.
Outside UGA densities may be lower in county (1 DU/5 ac.).
Current Pierce targeting is slightly above the mid-OFM population estimates.
Outside UGA density factor may be high.
o Much of the vested land has been absorbed
o Maybe 1 dwelling units/3 ac. Or more
Assuming 8.1% decrease in household size out until 2030
County has developments at the point-level that are in the development pipeline and will
provide to RKG
Housing affordability factors should be weighted higher in the gravity model and schools and
employment factors should be weighted lower
Include light rail nodes.
Add acreage from designated forest, open space, agriculture inside the UGA. County takes gross
acreage minus environmental constraints (wetlands, slopes), minus 15% for roads and minus a
factor for civil uses.
Some reviewers questioned the REMI model projections for employment, which appear to be
far less than projections prepared by local growth planners. According to REMI, the model’s
projections may be negatively influenced by its current forecast base year of 2008. With 2008
being influenced by the current recession, all forecasts at the regional, state and national level
are being supressed.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
The needs assessment memorandum identifies needs arising out of the regional growth impact analysis.
RKG Associates has recently completed its impact simulation using the REMI model and the regional
growth allocation gravity model. The findings are considered preliminary and are being vetted by the
consultants. As such, it is not yet possible to identify needs and strategies until this vetting is complete.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
In order to allocate JBLM growth impacts, both population and employment, RKG Associates was
required to construct a Growth Allocation Gravity Model. The gravity model was constructed by
assigning weighted measures to nearly 2,000 transportation analysis zones (TAZ) throughtout Pierce and
Thurston Counties. The TAZ zones contain estimates of population, dwelling units, and employment and
are used to drive the region’s transportation demand modeling forecasts.
RKG adapted these
geographic units for its gravity model for purposes of allocating future population and employment
growth as reported by the REMI Model. The REMI Model is a sophisticated econometric model that is
able to simulate the economies of Pierce and Thurston Counties and measure the growth impacts
resulting from the proposed expansion at JBLM.
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The Growth Allocation Gravity Model takes the output of the REMI Model (annual population and
employment forecasts) and allocates this growth throughout the region in a manner that mirrors
existing development patterns, but also takes into account the relative “attractiveness” of individual TAZ
zones. The attractiveness of each TAZ zone, and thus their likelihood of capturing a share of future
growth, was determined by employing a series of weighted factors that accounted for locational and
market attributes of each TAZ. Those factors included:
Residential Weighted Factors:
Land Availability – RKG calculated the developable acreage for each TAZ using parcel based GIS
data provided by each county’s planning and GIS departments. RKG accounted for each parcels’
zoning, density, and environmental constraints before calculating the acreage totals for
residential, commercial, and industrial land area. The availability of land would dictate each
TAZ’s ability to support new development. Land acreage was also divided into three categories:
(1) vacant land, (2) underutilized land, and (3) potential redevelopment land. Redevelopment
areas were identified as areas that were severely underperforming (in terms of property values),
than other properties in the same category (i.e., residential, commercial and industrial).
Proximity to Schools – TAZ zones located near elementary schools were weighted higher than
those that were not located near a school. Elementary schools were used as a proxy for all
schools. In addition, each TAZ received a numerical grade from 1 to 10, with 10 being the top
score, representing the composite of all test scores for all grades within the school district in
which the TAZ was located. The test score grade was obtained from: www.greatschools.org.
Proximity to Highways and Major Arterial Roads – TAZ located within proximity to major
Interstates, state highway and major arterials were weighted greater than those not served by
major roadways. This measure speaks to the importance of regional transportation network
and growing traffic congestion.
Proximity to Major Employment Centers - Higher weighting for TAZs located with 5 miles of
major employment centers. The measure recognizes the importance of begin close to
employment and minimizing commuting times.
Submarket Lot Inventory – A measure that compares the availability of residential lots by
residential submarket. Includes lots for sale and lots that are in the permitting pipeline.
Submarket Housing Sales Pricing – A measure that combines median homes sales price for
newly built homes and average existing home sales price for 2007 to 2009.
Residential Submarket Growth Trends (2000-2010) – Measures residential development activity
by submarket area during the 2000 to 2009 period.
Employment Weighted Factors
Proximity to Highways and Major Arterial Roads – TAZ located within proximity to major
Interstates, state highway and major arterials were weighted greater than those not served by
major roadways. Road provide convenient access to customers.
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Proximity to Major Employment Centers - Higher weighting for TAZs located with 5 miles of
major employment centers. Businesses tend to cluster around other businesses, usally at
locations of prime highway access or where population clusters are located.
Population & Employment Density Ratio – A measure that combines a TAZ population density
with employment density. This factor is a measure of “urbanity” and higher densities denote
denser development. For businesses this is a measure of market potential. The higher density
of people and businesses, the greater market size and potential.
Projected Population Growth (2007-2030) – A measure that accounts for TAZs that are projected
to experience growht in the future, as projected by county planners.
Projected Employment Growth (2007-2030) – A measure that accounts for TAZs that are
projected to experience employment growth in the future, as projected by county planners.
Submarket Non-Residential Lot Inventory – A measure that represents the available lots for
commercial development by TAZ, less environmental and other constraints.
REMI Model Inputs
The REMI Model is driven by three primary inputs: (1) changes in JBLM employment, (2) changes in
construction employment, and (3) changes in JBLM operating expenditures.
1. JBLM Personnel Changes (2003-2016) - The following tables shows the changes in JBLM personnel
from 2003 to 2016. During the 2003 to 2010 period, Fort Lewis experienced an increase of 11, 961
full-time military personnel while McChord AFB experienced a loss of 964 personnel. Both DoD
civilians (524 new personnel) and Non-DoD civilian contractors (3,735 new personnel) combined for
an additional 4,259 new employees during the period.
Over the 2009 to 2016 period, JBLM’s personnel levels are expected to increase by 2.052 new
personnel, with nearly 1,899 being permanent party military. RKG Associates has added the full
Combat Aviation Bridge (CAB) of 2,500 personnel during the projection period.
Joint Base Lewis-McChord
Cumulative Direct Personnel and Dependent Population Trends
FY2003-FY2010

Category
Full-Time Military - Fort Lewis
McChord AAF Personnel
DoD Civilians
Non-DoD Civilian Contractors
Subtotal - Direct Employment
School Aged Children of Military
School Aged Children of DoD Civilians
School Aged Children of Non-DoD Civilians
Military Family Members
Civlian & Contractor Family Members
TOTAL

FY2003
19,476
4,007
6,249
5,599
35,331
11,366
3,025
2,710
36,399
19,801
91,530

FY2004 FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 FY2008 FY2009
19,497
24,754
21,725
27,494
29,316
30,426
4,007
4,007
4,007
3,750
3,483
3,637
6,100
6,419
6,210
6,327
6,464
6,233
6,049
6,893
7,676
7,170
7,255
10,056
35,653
42,073
39,618
44,741
46,518
50,352
11,376
13,920
12,454
15,122
15,875
16,486
2,952
3,107
3,006
3,062
3,129
3,017
2,928
3,336
3,715
3,470
3,511
4,867
36,431
44,580
39,885
48,428
50,838
52,798
20,402
22,440
23,563
22,810
23,174
27,977
92,486 109,093 103,066 115,979 120,531 131,127

FY2010
31,437
3,043
6,773
9,334
50,587
16,688
3,278
4,518
53,444
27,470
131,501

FY03-FY10
CHANGE
11,961
-964
524
3,735
15,256
5,323
254
1,808
17,045
7,669
39,970

Source: REMI Model simulation, RKG Associates, Inc., 2010
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Joint Base Lewis-McChord
Cumulative Direct Personnel and Dependent Projections
FY2009-FY2016
Category
Full-Time Military - Fort Lewis
McChord AAF Personnel
DoD Civilians
Non-DoD Civilian Contractors
Subtotal - Direct Employment
School Aged Children of Military
School Aged Children of DoD Civilians
School Aged Children of Non-DoD Civilians
Military Family Members
Civilian/Contractor Family Members
TOTAL

FY2009
30,426
3,637
6,233
10,056
50,352
16,486
3,017
4,867
52,798
27,977
131,127

FY2010 FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015
31,437
31,724
31,546
32,999
32,996
32,925
3,043
3,043
3,043
3,043
3,043
3,043
6,773
7,110
7,108
7,108
7,108
7,108
9,334
9,334
9,334
9,334
9,334
9,334
50,587
51,211
51,031
52,484
52,481
52,410
16,688
16,827
16,741
17,444
17,443
17,409
3,278
3,441
3,440
3,440
3,440
3,440
4,518
4,518
4,518
4,518
4,518
4,518
53,444
53,889
53,613
55,865
55,860
55,750
27,470
27,982
27,979
27,979
27,979
27,979
131,501 133,082 132,623 136,328 136,320 136,139

FY2016
32,919
3,043
7,108
9,334
52,404
17,406
3,440
4,518
55,741
27,979
136,124

FY09-FY16
CHANGE
2,493
-594
875
-722
2,052
919
424
-349
2,943
2
4,997

Source: REMI Model simulation, RKG Associates, Inc., 2010

(in millions)

2. Projected Construction Spending
– According to JBLM Base
Command, the total construction
spending at JBLM is estimated at
$3.9 billion from 2006 to 2015.
Construction will include a
number of different facilities
including
new
residential
dormitories, 500 to 700 units of
family housing, new facilities at
Madigan Hospital and a new
Town Center development which
will be a mixed-use project
containing
residential
and
commercial development. The
peak construction year occurred
in 2008 when nearly $700
million in construction was initiated.
projected between 2010 and 2015.

JBLM Construction Spending
(2006-2016)
$800.0
$700.0
$600.0
$500.0

$400.0
$300.0
$200.0
$100.0
$2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2010 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Approximately $2.5 billion in construction spending is

2. REMI Model Input Shares
In order to run the REMI Model simulation, it was necessary for RKG to share-out some of the inputs
between Pierce and Thurston Counties. Since the footprint of JBLM Is within Pierce County, RKG
input all construction and operating expenditures in Pierce. That meant that no direct construction
or expenditure impacts would be felt directly in Thurston County. However, due to Thurston’s
proximity to JBLM, many indirect economic benefits would accrue to the county, nonetheless.
Regarding the new off-base population (direct personnel and dependents) associated with JBLM,
RKG made a 64% to 36% distribution between Pierce and Thurston Counties. These percentages
were consistent with an estimate made by Joint Base command in 2007, which attempted to
identify the location of military personnel by zip code. While the Joint Base Command did not feel
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the current zip code data was complete enough for RKG’s use for this analysis, the previous analysis
was the only estimate of regional distribution and was used to share out population.
3. JBLM Population Projections (2010-2016)
The results of the REMI Model project that Pierce County could add over 75,000 new population by
2016, including the growth associated with JBLM (20,828 pop.). This rate of growth equals
approximately 9.7% for an annual rate of 1.6%. During the same 6-year period, Thurston County is
projected to add 35,987 new population or 13.9% growth. On an average annual basis this equates
to 2.3% growth rate. While the REMI Model makes assumptions about the current economic
recession, there are structural problems in the region’s housing markets that could constrain these
projections. Housing demand projections presented to the MBA of Pierce County indicate that a
recovery could occur as early as the 1st Quarter of 2011. If foreclosures, problem subdivisions, and
development financing do not get resolved, then it’s likely that the housing recovery will take larger.
Pierce County Population Projections
2010 to 2016
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Change % Change

Pierce County

813.604

826.338

837.499

855.299

865.781

877.606

889.238

75.634

9.3%

Ages 0-9

116.332

119.878

123.227

128.771

132.122

135.854

138.569

22.237

19.1%

Ages 10-19

107.100

106.020

104.720

104.515

103.913

103.837

104.928

-2.172

-2.0%

Ages 20-34

178.142

182.515

185.628

189.888

189.265

189.468

188.875

10.733

6.0%

Age 35-44

109.713

109.307

109.833

112.009

114.521

116.180

118.893

9.180

8.4%

Ages 45-54

118.938

118.379

117.011

115.851

115.145

114.006

112.737

-6.201

-5.2%

Ages 55-64

92.893

96.939

98.848

101.601

103.697

106.436

108.929

16.036

17.3%

Ages 65+

90.486

93.300

98.232

102.664

107.118

111.825

116.307

25.821

28.5%

11.647

18.971

18.842

19.978

20.828

JBLM-Related Direct, Indirect & Induced Population
Pierce Co.

8.492

10.846

20,828

---

Source: REMI Model forecast and RKG Associates, Inc., 2010

Thurston County Population Projections
2010 to 2016
Thurston County

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Change % Change

258.405

264.631

270.446

277.233

283.06

288.753

294.392

35.987

13.9%

Ages 0-9

31.818

32.764

33.915

35.304

36.279

37.322

38.205

6.387

20.1%

Ages 10-19

31.763

32.112

32.121

32.509

32.940

33.278

33.766

2.003

6.3%

Ages 20-34

58.299

60.017

61.217

62.670

63.148

63.218

63.189

4.890

8.4%

Age 35-44

33.778

34.617

35.916

37.162

38.670

40.253

41.929

8.151

24.1%

Ages 45-54

36.649

36.734

36.421

36.182

36.396

36.775

36.979

0.330

0.9%

Ages 55-64

33.418

34.682

35.141

35.919

36.263

36.627

37.149

3.731

11.2%

Ages 65+

32.680

33.705

35.715

37.487

39.364

41.280

43.175

10.495

32.1%

2.493

3.450

3.499

3.500

3.529

3,529

JBLM-Related Direct, Indirect & Induced Population
Thurston Co.

2.332

2.577

---

Source: REMI Model forecast and RKG Associates, Inc., 2010
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4. Off-Base Housing Demand
As presented in the housing needs assessment, the JBLM population living off-post in the future is likely
to increase as new housing on-base is projected to be modest over the next six years. As military seek
housing in the private market, they propensity to own versus rent is closely correlated with rank,
income, and marital status. The following table indicates that officers own their homes at a rate of
50%, warrant officers at 57% and enlisted soldiers (E6-E9) at roughly 52%. Only 12% of lower enlisted
soldiers, E5 and below, are homeowners. The rate of homeownership is higher among accompanied
military with families (41.4%) versus unaccompanied military (28.7%). In total, roughly 38.9% of all JBLM
personnel living off-base own their own home while 61.1% rent. Based on current personnel levels, RKG
estimates that roughly 45% of JBLM military population live off-base. At a current population of 34,480,
that would equate into 15,516 direct military living off-base with their dependents. This would equate
to roughly 6,035 homeowners and 9,480 renters.

Distribution of Personnel by Housing Type
2008
Accompanied
Unaccompanied

Total

Pay Grade
Owners
Renters
Owners
Renters
Owners
Officers
58.2%
41.8%
34.1%
65.9%
50.1%
Warrants
61.2%
38.8%
33.8%
66.2%
57.8%
E-6 to E9
56.3%
43.7%
34.1%
65.9%
51.6%
E5 <
14.1%
85.9%
0.0%
100.0%
12.7%
TOTAL
41.4%
58.6%
28.7%
71.3%
38.9%
Source: Joint Housing Requirements Update, January 14, 2009

% of
Renters
Total
Total
49.9% 3,452
23.0%
42.2%
521
3.5%
48.4% 6,183
41.1%
87.3% 4,875
32.4%
61.1% 15,031 100.0%

5. Regional Employment Impacts
The REMI Model simulation projects that the majority of employment growth will be captured by Pierce
County during the 7-year projection period. Employment is projected to peak in 2013 as in-coming
military personnel (1,453 personnel) and construction spending ($541 million) peak during the same
year. During 2013, the employment spin-off related to JBLM growth is projected to peak at 14,265 jobs,
with construction accounting for 4,151 jobs or 29% of the total.
It is important to note that the
employment projections shown in the following table represent the change in employment from the
REMI baseline forecast for the region. As such, this is the resulting employment related to JBLM and
does not account for other employment growth.
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Similar employment patterns occur in Thurston could during the projection period, but at much lower
levels. This is primarily because 100% of military construction and operating expenditures are being
realized in Pierce County. Despite this fact, significant employment growth and purchases are made
across boundaries and are being captured in Thurston County.
By the end of the projection period, employment levels are projected to drop roughly 40% in Pierce
County and 62% in Thurston County off the 2013 peak levels. This is largely due to the loss of thousands
of construction jobs as the final construction projects are completed in 2015. The large increase in
federal military jobs should be interpreted as the difference between the new military personnel levels
at JBLM as compared to the REMI baseline forecast, which projects a gradual decline in military
personnel in the future.
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Off-Joint Base Housing Needs Assessment
Needs
1. Prepare for Off-Joint Base Housing Needs – It is anticipated that the demand for off-joint base
housing for JBLM personnel is expected to be modest over the next six years. Roughly 62% of all
military personnel living in the region are likely to be renters. The issues for rental housing will
be affordability, condition, and location. The condition of rental housing in some communities is
older and the number of professional managed rental communities is limited in areas near
JBLM.
Opportunity
The opportunity to create higher quality rental housing in places like Lakewood and Tacoma appear to
be the greatest given the significant rental inventory that exists in those communities. Lakewood is best
positioned due to its convenient location and the more affordable rents and price points in that market.
While there has been some contemporary apartment development in Lakewood, the single family
housing stock is older, and some residential areas are experiencing rental housing in established singlefamily neighborhoods. This condition can erode single family neighborhoods over time if not managed
closely.
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JBLM Economic Development Spin-offs
Needs
1. Leverage JBLM for Regional Economic Development - The region’s economic developers are
eager to leverage JBLM’s economic potential to drive local business start-ups, employment
growth and industry recruitment efforts.
Opportunity
Enhanced communication and coordination is needed between JBLM and the region’s economic
developers to leverage the full value of JBLM’s economic potential. The first step is to establish regular
communication and to educate the community on the technological activities and occur of the
installation. Very little is know about the military and contractor relationships that are currently in place
and how they can be expanded to include other support firms in the region.
2. Open Construction Contracting Opportunites to Local Firms – With nearly $4 billion in
construction spending occurring over the next six years, a great opportunity exists for local
contractors and specialty trade contractors to subcontract to the large prime contractors
managing most of the larger construction contracts.
Opportunity
A local contract specialist needs to work closely with the JBLM construction managers to ensure that
local companies have opportunities to bid on projects. In fact, most small contractors will not be aware
of or understand the federal procurement requirements associated with large federal contracts. As
such, they will need assistance to be eligible to pursue these contracting opportunities.
3. Leverage JBLM Workforce to Support Business Growth – Finding skilled, reliable, and detailoriented employs is hard for most businesses. However, military retirees or those separating
from the military each year create a labor supply that is desired by many employers. However,
very little is known about the skill sets of separating personnel at JBLM. In order to tap this
resource effectively, much more must be learned about the basic and advance skill set of these
workers when they separate. Also, the number of separations that occur on an annual basis is
not shared with privated sector groups such as the chamber of commerce or regional economic
developer, who attempt to market this resource to new companies. In addition, the spouses of
military personnel are often skilled and educated and seeking a second job for their households.
Integrating this population into the civilian work force should be a top priorty.
Opportunity
An immediate opportunity exists to begin coordinating with JBLM personnel responsible for preparing
separated personnel for private sector employment. The most skilled and educated military personnel
often transition into private employment opporunities working for the same federal contractors they
worked with while working for the Army. Those that do not have such opportunities would likely be
desirable to any number of employers.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT & DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
JLBM Growth Coordination Plan

Need
Capitalize on, and leverage, JBLM’s
untapped regional economic development
benefits

Opportunities/Challenges
Opportunity – Enhanced communication
between JBLM and regional economic
developers will help the region capitalize
on JBLM’s multiplier effect

Ranges (High, Mid, Low)
Need
Benefit
Cost

Estimated Cost

Partners

High

Mid

Low

$0-$25,000

Lead: Local economic
developers, JBLM Public
Affairs Office
Other Key Partners:
Implementation LRA,
PSRC, Chambers of
Commerce

Educate the community (ED officials,
business associations, etc…) on
unclassified technology/activities
occurring at the installation and
potential industry clusters

High

High

Mid

$25,000$100,000

Lead: Implementation
LRA, Local Economic
Developers, JBLM Public
Affairs Office
Other Key Partners:
County Chambers of
Commerce, PSRC

0-2 years

3. Coordinate and hold regional
workshops to educate local
construction firms on how to qualify
for federal construction contracts at
JBLM

High

High

Mid

$25,000$100,000

0-2 years

4. Encourage prime contractors to recruit
and openly advertise for local
subcontractors on JBLM construction
projects

High

High

Low

$100,000$250,000

Lead: Implementation
LRA, Building &
Construction Trade
Councils, JBLM
Contracting
Other Key Partners:
Chambers of Commerce,
Master Builders
Association of Pierce
County and Olympia
Master Builders Pacific
Northwest Defense
Coalition (PNDC)
Lead: Implementation
LRA, JBLM Contracting
Office
Other Key Partners:
Chambers of Commerce,
building & construction
trade councils

Potential Strategies
1. Establish a regular forum between
JBLM and economic development
officials to identify specific JBLM
contracting needs that can be met by
the community

Challenge – Little is known about local
military and contractor relationships at
JBLM

2.

Make construction contracts more
accessible to local construction and
specialty trade firms

Opportunity – Increase local job growth by
utilizing regional asset
Challenge – Many smaller contractors may
not be aware of federal procurement
guidelines

Implementation
Timing
0-2 years

0-2 years

Action Steps
Arrange introductory meeting
between JBLM and private
partners
Identify JBLM contracting
relationships and unclassified
technologies
Analyze industry relationships
with JBLM
Prepare strategy to attract
businesses that could serve JBLM
or capitalize federal contracting
relationships
Consult with Washington Defense
Partnership to learn more about
economic linkages to military
installations in WA
Commission target industry
cluster analysis for Pierce and
Thurston Counties with an
emphasis on capitalizing on JBLM
economic linkages & assets
Organize regional economic
development summit to review
target cluster industries for region
Assemble regional industry
cluster teams to provide
leadership and support for
growing top clusters
Coordinate with regional and
local groups currently providing
similar services
Assess geographic and topic area
coverage to ensure workshops
are tailored to JBLM
opportunities
If necessary, redesign program to
address JBLM opportunities
Seek OEA funding for
continuation of workshops

Appoint ombudsman to work
directly with JBLM prime
contractors
Assemble list of pre-qualified
contractors by specialty
Assemble list of contractors
attending workshops by specialty

ECONOMIC IMPACT & DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
JLBM Growth Coordination Plan

Leverage JBLM’s separated workforce to
support business growth

Opportunity – Identify links between skill
sets of military personnel (active, veteran,
and retired) and local employers
Challenge – Private sector employers are
not currently notified of the number of
military personnel annually separating from
the military

5. Implement program similar to that of
PipelineNC, (Fort Bragg, NC) or
“Helmuts to Hardhats”, that creates
database that matches skill sets of
military personnel/spouses with
private sector occupations and job
opportunities

High

High

Mid

$100,000$250,000

Lead: Technical College
System, Regional
Workforce Development
Councils
Other Key Partners:
Washington Virtual
Academies (WAVA),
JBLM, Helmuts to
Hardhats,
Implementation LRA

3-5 years

6. Design custom training programs to
transition separated military into
private employment

High

High

Mid

$250,000$500,000

Lead: Technical College
system, Regional
Workforce Development
Councils
Other Key Partners:
JBLM, Washington
Virtual Academies
(WAVA), Helmuts to
Hardhats,
Implementation LRA

0-2 years

7. Conduct retail market study to isolate
shift in local spending habits

Mid

Mid

Low

$0-$25,000

Lead: Implementation
LRA
Other Key Partners:
Chambers of Commerce,
Business Community,
Impacted Communities

0-2 years

Challenge – Skill sets of military personnel
and their spouse are largely unknown or
sometimes highly specialized

Understand the future consumer spending
habits of JBLM personnel in the context of
the new Freedom’s Crossing development

Opportunity – Identify shifting spending
patterns caused by new retail
establishments on-base
Challenge – Commercial establishments
off-base will experience change in sales
without knowing competition on-base

Work with prime contractors to
market/advertise contracting
opportunities
Design “ open house” event for
local contractors to meet prime
contractors and review
contracting needs and
procurement process
Organize coordination meeting
through regional workforce
development councils to discuss
need for military workforce
transition programs
Identify technology and
programmatic needs
Apply for OEA and Dept. of Labor
funding to create web-based
assessment technology
Develop in-take procedures and
methods for assessing skill sets of
military personnel and spouses
Link military applicants with job
placement counselors and or job
training providers
Organize coordination meeting
through regional workforce
development councils to bring
training providers together
Design methods for assessing skill
sets of personnel separating from
the military (exit surveys, Work
Keys, etc.)
Meet with JBLM to discuss
military separation process and
referral process
Review existing training programs
targeting military and spouses
Customize or design new training
programs to address specific
industry needs
Link military applicants with job
placement counselors and or job
training providers
Retain consultant to study
economic and spending impacts
associated with the development
of Freedom’s Crossing
Conduct survey or focus groups of
military households to assess how
spending pattern changes
Meet with community and
business leaders to discuss
potential spending shifts inside
and outside the JBLM gate
Prepare strategy to prepared
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local businesses for impacts

Conduct annual review of JBLM growth
progress

Opportunity – Identify changes in JBLM
growth on an annual basis and adjust
community response
Challenge – Very difficult to adjust public
response to changes at JBLM

8. Communicate information about
Freedom’s Crossing project to
retailers/brokers within immediate
region of JBLM

High

High

Low

No Cost

9. Monitor annual growth activities at
JBLM to adjust implementation
strategy and delivery of services

High

High

Med

$0-$25,000

Lead: Implementation
LRA
Other Key Partners:
Chambers of Commerce,
Business Community,
Impacted Communities
Implementation LRA and
JBLM Public Affairs
Office

0-2 years

Convene presentations through
local chambers of commerce
presenting results of retail market
analysis to business community
Inform local governments about
impacts to sales tax revenues

0-2 years

Meet with the JBLM Base
Command at least semi-annually
to monitor changes in personnel,
project construction activities,
and other factors
Make periodic presentations to
the community and
implementation committees to
brief them on the changes.
Take steps to respond to the
changes to ensure proper
community services are either
reduced or increased to support
the actions.

